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[ Valet - Actors Who Showed Up
Before 4:00 PM]

You will need to read Bradley Herd’s card and figure out which movies the actors
were in. 
Look at the website tied to the QR code in the back of the Between the Static
booklet. You can click on the actors' names to get to their profile pages.
Compare the movies mentioned or described by Bradley to the previous movies
the actors have been in to figure out who was at the theater before 4:00 PM.

1.

2.

3.



[ Computer Unlock ]

The hint for the computer password starts with “Coming Soon.” Does that remind
you of anything you have seen so far?
Look at the four movie posters. Use the word that is in between the words “the”
and “people.” Now use the word in between the words “Mars” and “me.”

1.

2.



[ Call Director Scott Rainfield ]

In Ella’s interview, she mentions how to get in touch with the director.
Look through the Between the Static booklet to find the number. It will NOT be
numbers you pull from the text. If you look carefully, you can see it. Start on the
first inside page.
Look at the bottom of the page. You will see the words “Call Me.” Look at the
bottom of the other pages to get the rest of the message.

1.
2.

3.



[ Show Times Puzzle ]
Read Agnes, Gina, and Jason’s interview to help you with this puzzle.
First, make note of what type of movies Kacey likes, then look at the back of the
Cineplex 13 flyer to figure out what genre each movie is. Eliminate the ones that
aren’t genres Kacey watches. This will leave you with five movies.
Based on the time Kacey showed, as mentioned by Jason, there is only one
movie Kacey could have gone to see first. Once you have the first movie, there is
only one correct order for the rest of the movies to go in so that Kacey leaves the
theater before 11:00. The first movie is Murder Hornets.

1.
2.

3.



[ Learn More About Kacey
And Talk to Agnes]

You will need to solve the show times puzzle before you can unlock this.



[ Between the Static Website Puzzle ]
What word can be added to “out, tower, time, wrist” to create new words or
phrases? Hint: It is NOT the word “Clock”
_____out, _____tower, _____time, and wrist_____
The answer for the first group is watch. Now do the same for the other ones.

1.

2.
3.

*Note: The answer to this puzzle will be used later.



[ Spoilers
How to Narrow Down the Suspects ]

For the Actors
The Valet and actor’s profile pages from “MyMovieCenter” will show you which actors were there
before 4:00 PM.

The call to the director will reveal which Actors had Early access to the film.

Once you find Kacey's journal in her secret spot, she reveals that the killer has either been
working at the theater for more than two years or is part of LJ’s friend group.
LJ’s friend group is mentioned by Reuban Hart in his interview.

Use the names of any actors who showed up on all three lists.

For the Employee
The “Time In” program on the computer shows which employees were there before 4:00 PM.

The “Employee records” from the computer will show who had projector room clearance and thus
had access to the film.

Once you find Kacey's journal in her secret spot, she reveals that the killer has either been
working at the theater for more than two years or is part of LJ’s friend group.
The employee records from the computer show who has worked at Cineplex 13 for more than 2
years.

Use the names of any employees who showed up on all three lists.



[ Unlock - Narrow Down
the Suspects ]

Only do this after you have completed all of the objectives.
You will have 6 suspects in total: three actors and three employees.

1.
2.



[ Killer Note - “Like Droplets
of Blood…” ]

After reading the message at the top of the note, does it remind you of anything
you have seen so far? 
Look back at the messages from Kacey’s phone. Watch the video.
You will only use certain letters from the puzzle to get the message. The
message will start with “I don’t…”

Note: You will need to look back through some of the things you already looked
through to do this puzzle.

1.

2.
3.



[ Killer Note - “You Like Games…” ]

Use the bookmark with the grid of letters on the back of this note.
Read the book excerpt from the Between the Static booklet to find the phrase.
Also, watch the teaser trailer from the website. This is a clue at the end of it.
Once you understand it, circle the letters using the sketched lines and dots from
the bookmark as a guide. The message you get will start with “The only…”

Note: You will need to look back through some of the things you already looked
through to do this puzzle.

1.
2.

3.



[ Killer Note - “You Won’t
Figure Out…” ]

The words “horror movie,” “teaser,” and “letters” are in Italics.  
Watch the movie teaser from the website. Match up the things drawn on the
note to the different scenes.
The number beside each sketch shows which letter to take. The message you get
will start with “You…”

Note: You will need to look back through some of the things you already looked
through to do this puzzle.

1.
2.

3.



[ Killer Note - “You Are
Smart…” ]

You will need to have solved the puzzle from the website linked to the QR code
on the VIP pass before you can do this. Use the first two words. They should both
be five-letter words.
The following letters will interchange. All other letters in the message will stay
the same. 

The Message will start with “I always wondered…”

Note: You will need to look back through some of the things you already looked
through to do this puzzle.

1.

2.

W=M
A=O
T=V
C=I
H=E

1.



[ Theater Seat Puzzle/Where Is
The Meeting? Unlock ]

Read Kacey’s journal page to find out where the meeting place was going to be at. 
Use the image of the theater seating with the VIP pass to complete this puzzle.

1.
2.



[ Spoilers
How to Eliminate Suspects ]

The messages you get from the four notes the killer sent Kacey will let you eliminate
suspects.

“I don't understand what all the guys see in you.”
This statement eliminates two people.

“The only good taste you have is hating rom-coms”
This statement eliminates one person.

“You are a liar.”
This statement eliminates one person.

“I always wondered what you would look like choking on your fries at Drakes.”
The statement eliminates one person.



[ Solved All the Puzzles? -
Solution Unlock ]

You will have to have solved all the puzzles before you can attempt this.
Eliminate all but one suspect and unlock the “Where is the Meeting?” to have
what you need to unlock this.

1.
2.


